
Jewish Covenant Alliance 
R.A. # 580536027

educational alliance in the struggle 
against regime evil in the world

www.covenantalliance.org 
connect@covenantalliance.org   

Jewish Mission to the Nations
please donate  to expand JCA’s work 

Pragmatic JCA Maxims
-- JCA provides an evolving 
exercise in Jewish actionable 
philosophy for Jew and Gentile 
alike, conveying a paradigm for 
non-sectarian unity (yehaveh, "He 
shall make to become").

-- The Jewish People carry the 
torch from Sinai, but are not the 
source of its Flame.

-- Our calling is not to Superiority, 
but to Bible-based Exceptionalism 
– in Hebrew, Hitstayanut, from the 
root of Tsion (Zion).

-- We are pioneers & pathfinders 
in religious thought, with Hosts of 
people behind us!!

-- JCA thus unites Jew, Christian 
and Moslem worldwide in the 
struggle FOR non-sectarian 
religion based on universal 
morality and the sanctity of human 
life.

-- With Jerusalem at the core of 
a Jewish State of all its citizens, 
whose borders are frontiers of 
peace.

-- As such, JCA advances a 
spiritual and educational struggle 
against regime evil in and from Iran 
and N. Korea [regime evil – “the 
reach for world domination thru 
human blood sacrifice”].   And woe 
to those who say, “the evil shall not 
reach us (from afar)" (Amos 9:10).

-- The Aleinu prayer calls the 
beast -- triumphalist totalitarianism 
-- by name, when it refers to "all 
their multitude" [kol hamonam] 
and then warns us that "they bow 
down to vanity and nothingness 
and pray to a god (idol) that cannot 
redeem".
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